
LECOTAN
D y e s t u f f  f o r  L e a t h e r



 

Established as the Manufacturer of Leather Dyes

Moved main factory to the present location

Received 'the Order of Industrial Merit' in appreciation of 

successful R&D and substitution for imported dyestuff

Founded 'Jin Woong General Institute' with govern-

ment approval for registration of research and develop-

ment in dyestuff

Got a Patent (no.124152) from Korea Intellectual 

Property Office for Material Invention about Soluble 

Poly-azo Dyestuff and its Manufacturing Method

Appointed as a 'Competent Manufacturer and Exporter' 

from Small & Medium Industry Promotion Corporation, 

Korea

Awarded the 'Small & Medium Industry Grand Prize' 

from Ministry of Industry and Resource  

Established Shanghai Branch in China

Registered our brand 'LECOTAN' in Korea 

Registered our brand 'LECOTAN' in China

Won 'the Official Commendation' as a faithful tax payer 

from National Tax Service.  

Awarded 'the Order of Industrial Service Merit' in appre-

ciation of the successful prevention of industrial disaster

Set up 2nd factory and started operation

Won 'the Official Commendation' as a faithful tax payer 

from National Tax Service

Set up China 2nd factory and started operation

Obtained 'None Industrial Disaster Record for 15 

Sequence Years (1993-2008)' from Korea Occupational 

Safety & Healthy Agency 

Enlarged production facilities & Installation
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Brief History
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T h e 
W a y 
W e 
A r e

INTRODUCTION

We, Jinwoong Industrial Co., Ltd., have been 
enjoying a wide reputation as the world-best 
manufacturer of acid dyes for leather industry 
in Korea ever since the establishment in 1980.   
We have paid our utmost attention to invite 
our customers to be with the qualified supply 
and maintenance of high grade dyestuff for al-
most 4 decades up to now, as we know well 
how much it is important for leather produc-
tion through various kinds of complicated pro-
cess and lots of experiences accumulated for 
a long time with updated higher technology.

Some people had worried about it was too 
early for us to set up our own Institute Center 
when we had planned it last 1992, but now 
we are sure it was the right decision that we 
had dared to start the execution of this proj-
ect.   We always start checking whether it is 
proper for leather production or not from the 

beginning stage whenever we newly study 
how to design the structure of synthetic dye-
stuff.   And also we are testing every time 
what we developed prior to its introduction 
or promotion for customers in our Institute 
Center in order to assure the effects and the 
existence or non-existence of harmful materi-
al according to International Regulation Stan-
dard & Testing Methods.

We used to adopt the comments from our 
customers to reflect in our renovation scheme 
whenever we set up new projects for future 
study, as our final goal is not only just to sell 
our products but also to meet our customers’ 
needs with our leather dyes.   At present we 
are sure it is getting proved and fruitful that 
we have been doing our endeavor, since ma-
jority of customers are always searching for 
our products once they have a very first expe-
rience to taste LECOTAN - the brand name of 
our leather dyes.

Company Profile



SYNTHESIS

We are always considering our customers, and 
reflect their situations whenever we prepare 
to synthesize our dyestuff. For the up-to-date 
technical subjects in R&D we have been con-
centrating our efforts in close collaboration with 
the seminar of a prestige University in Korea as 
the educational-industrial cooperation, for which 
about 8 percents of our annual turnover was in-
vested in recent years.

FASTNESS TEST

Since our Institute Center is armed with many 
kinds of modernized testing equipments, i.e., 
Weather-O-Meter, Laundrometer, Abrasion & 
Crocking Tester and etc..., we always take pride 
in putting dyestuff to the various kinds of tests 
such as light fastness, laundry, rubbing, sweat, 
acid & alkali as well as PVC migration and/or 
something like these to be needed for leather 

production with International Regulation 
Standards and Testing Methods.

ANALYSIS

We are checking our dyestuff in every stage 
for synthetic test, evaluating the quality of final 
products and detecting the existence or non-ex-
istence of harmful material something like 24-
wise Arylamines regulated in MAK list with the 
various kinds of specialized instruments such as 
Spectrocolourimeter, Gas Chromatography, High 
Performance Liquid Chromatography and so on. 
In the meantime the specifications of our running 
products, for instance, colour ways & yield, den-
sity and penetration power are being checked 
and treated with CCM (Computer-applied Co-
lour-match Maker) strictly.

APPLICATION TEST

Our Institute Center have nice installations just 
same as well organized tanneries with full scale 
of all equipments & arrangements, so that it is al-
ways available for us to test both of pilot & mass 
production in exactly same circumstances where 
our customers stay, while we are sure to pres-
ent the right answer and/or profitable solution as 
close as their needs in the right time & right place 
as our most qualified experts are ready to be with 
you for prompt collaboration whenever & wher-
ever you want.

Research & Development
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With 
Continual 
Efforts
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For The 
Best 
Quality INSPECTION

We, of course, are selecting very carefully raw 
materials of good quality throughout severe In-
ternational Regulation Standards & Testing Meth-
ods prior to inputting, and then we check again 
every reaction & process stage by stage up to 
final product inspection very strictly with our 
standard tables.

MANUFACTURING

All of the most experienced technicians in our 
company are doing their best to take care of run-
ning products every minute from the beginning 
of the synthesis till the end of final packing pro-
cedure.   We think we can let our item LECOTAN 
breathe as the best leather dyes longer in future, 
so that it could be always with your leather & the 
relative industries.

QUALITY ASSURANCE

The quality policy of our company is to supply 
the most qualified leather dyes together with the 
best services to all of our customers consistent-
ly with stability.   Accordingly we are controlling 
and managing strictly all of internal systems en-
gaged in quality maintenance such as purchasing 
of raw materials, products inspection, packing & 
shipping procedures and even up to after-service 
through our regulations of Q.A. system.   These 
kinds of our Q.A. system have been officially as-
sured when we were certified by ISO 9001 Qual-
ity Management and ISO 14001 Environmental 
Management respectively.

Production & Controlling System

Raw Material 
Purchasing

Rre-Inspection In-Putting Synthesis In-Process 
Inspection

Shipping Packing Final Inspention Blending Drying



To Make
 It Better
 Place

ENVIRONMENT

As we believe that nothing can be either replaced 
or forwarded than conservation of the Nature and 
the Human Care, we always keep in mind this 
major premise whenever we set up a plan or exe-
cute each procedure level throughout all the pro-
cess.   Since we keep on pursuing how to design 
no hazardous way of synthetic structure, and do-
ing thorough detection to find out any existence 
possibility of harmful material that might be un-
expectedly happened during the main process, 
we are sure our study will be even a small help 
to hand over what we got from our ancestor to 
our descendant to be in better status improved 
remarkably in future.

VISION

Our endeavor for new developments had never 
been stopped up to now in order to reach to the 
qualified products better than now ever since we 
had founded JINWOONG INDUSTRIAL CO., LTD. 
long years ago, and it will be continued definite-
ly in future, too.   We, JINWOONG family, have 
awaked to pursue the common virtue for Human, 
Nature & our Future.   We are sure we could be 
at the upgraded stage together, if our one-wayed 
direction policy for the better leather dyes is to 
be contributed someday in future to the advance 
of technology in fine chemical industry all over 
the world as well as the welfare of all mankind.

Human, Nature & Our Future

To Make
 It Better
 Place

For The Colours 
You've Ever 

Been Dreaming

Meet LECOTAN - The Best Leather Dyes
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Jinwoong Industrial Co., Ltd.

No.35, Booheung-no 882, Gwangjok, Yangju, 
Gyonggi, 11417, Korea

TEL : +82 31 837 6005   FAX : +82 31 837 6006

China Branch Company (1st Factory)

 
 

Shanghai Hanxiong Dyes & Chemical Co., Ltd.

No. 3988, Beiqing road, Huaxin-zhen, Qingpu-qu, 
Shanghai, 201705, China
TEL : +86 21 5977 0520   FAX : +86 21 5977 0947

China Branch Company (2nd Factory)

 
 

Shanghai Fine Chemical Co., Ltd.

No. 299, Linbao road, Tinglin-zhen, 
Jinshan-qu, Shanghai, 201505, China
TEL : +86 21 5723 1166   FAX : +86 21 6723 1388


